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L

ocal Section. First some context. This Is
You At Your Best is a personal project by
Christopher Wahamaki, who is the literary
brainchild behind the project. Writing all
the vocals and music for the album (with
the exception of the music for “Focal Point,”
which was written by Sophia Boudeliou)
over the course of 19 credit hours while he
was still in school, Wahamaki believed he
ended up with a psychedelic-folk album
with his recording buddy David Bolema,
who managed all the mixing, recording,
and background instruments.
While a few acoustic tropes are thrown
in for good measure (distant harmonica
playing, sparse violin, and backing
female vocals done by local broodingfemme artisan Fiona Dickinson), the
album feels more like an alternative
rock performance than an out-there
psychedelic-folk concoction. The opening
song “Homeward,” seems to have more
in common with Joe Jackson’s Big World-an echoing, live, stadium performance
where the audience was asked to hold
the applause in between songs, then The
Jefferson Airplane or Grateful Dead.
Rather than focusing on psychedelic,
stripped-down acoustic meddling or
watery distorted grooves, listeners are
introduced to an album that features
amped-up, arena-style acoustic ditties.
Wahamaki’s songs feel more at place during
drunken strolls through rain-slicked city
streets dotted with neon signs than a firepit where everyone is tripping on shrooms.
That being said the album is pay-what-youwant on bandcamp and thus cheaper than
both of those activities, so I recommend
dropping a buck for a solid, local, rock
album. Zac Clark

T

he Wood Brothers are made up of
Chris and Oliver Wood from Boulder,
Colorado. While Chris plays bass, often
the upright, Oliver plays the guitar and is
the primary songwriter. Chris Wood is also
a member of the music collective Medeski,
Martin, and Wood, a trio that plays jazzfunk, but the Wood Brothers stick to the
American roots of folk, blues, bluegrass,
and country. Above all, the Wood Brothers
make Americana music, echoing the likes
of Bob Dylan, Woody Guthrie, but in the
contemporary sound-scape of electric instruments.
Live, Volume 1: Sky High is an excellent place to start if you want to listen to
new music with a feeling of authenticity as
it takes highlights from their three previous albums. While the songs are crafted
by the Wood Brothers, this record includes
Clay Cook and Matt Mangano. Cook is a
member of the Marshall Trucker Band and
of the Zac Brown Band, while Mangano is
a touring guitarist. These two additional
musicians, as well as a percussionist, add
layers and make previously memorable
songs feel more full.

Their rendition of “Glad” adds harmonies when Oliver sings “It’s good to see you,
but I’d be glad to see you go,” followed by
a bass interlude in the middle section. The
benefit of a live percussionist contributes
to their natural rhythmic flavor, while the
guitar can move in front of the beat. Their
sense of moving out of the mechanical 1-23-4 beats is a breath of fresh air in modern
music that lacks organic rhythm.
Another highlight is “Made It Up the
Mountain,” which demonstrates the talent
of the brothers as the layers of guitar build
onto each other. While one guitar comps, the
other adds fun fills behind the vocal harmonies. Chris also produces a Theremin-like
sound by using a drumstick as a slide on
the upright bass’ bridge. The song becomes
funky with call and response vocals in the
chorus. The song sounds drenched in gospel
and blues.
The Wood Brothers are a group that
doesn’t take themselves too seriously, yet
they take what they do seriously. If you’re
looking for a way into modern music with
a groove and a group that is both fun and
talented, then pick up the brother’s recent
live record Sky High. Colin Smith
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Like what we do? Have
comments? Suggestions? An
article you want to write?
Contact us! Search for us (Naked
Magazine Kzoo) on facebook,
or email Zac Clark (k10zc01)
or Ian Geiman (k10ig02) with
your comments, ideas, and
suggestions. Thanks for reading!
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Rize of the Fenix
Tenacious D

C

omedy music often sacrifices good
sound for the sake of humor. Jack
Black and Kyle Gass threw that notion out
the window in 2001 with their eponymous
album Tenacious D, bringing equal parts
hilarity and rock. Fans were overjoyed with
the release of the film and album The Pick
of Destiny in 2006. Unfortunately, nobody
else was. The film was a bomb and Tenacious D receded into the minds of rockers
and stoners everywhere.
Or so it would have been without the
release of Rize of the Fenix on May 15. Unlike the band’s previous two albums, none
of the songs are from television or movie
appearances. Black and Gass bust out a
completely new13 track album. It’s apparent that both are still sore over the movie’s
poor reception; three or four songs, including the title track, are devoted to the film’s
failure and how it affected The D.
Musically, Rize is fantastic. Some great
riffs and intense drumming by longtime
ally of The D, Dave Grohl, accompany Jack
Black’s exaggerated vocals. Unfortunately,
Rize seems to have lost some of the edge of
past albums. Perhaps it is the lack of talking
tracks, as there are only two, but a number
of the songs seem to lack context. “To Be
The Best” is a great example. It fits perfectly
in the training montage music video it was
written for, but alone on the album serves
little purpose. That’s not to say there aren’t
great standalone tracks. “Roadie” is a great
ballad seemingly inspired by Black’s work
on the video game Brütal Legend, and “The
Ballad of Hollywood Jack and The Rage
Kage” brings back some of the hilarious
narcissism of their previous works.
In the end, Rize of the Fenix is a good
return, but not quite as gut-bustingly hilarious as their earlier works. Adam Eisenstein

Galaktikon
Brendon Small
Anyone familiar with Brendon Small’s
work as co-creator of Metalocalypse, as
well as being the man behind Dethklok
(the band around which the show is centered), might have certain expectations
for violently over-the-top lyrics from his
first solo release. However, on Galaktikon,
he takes a relatively subtle approach to
things, exploring a superhero named Triton’s post-divorce adventures in space, in
what Small himself described as a “highstakes, intergalactic, extreme rock album.” The space opera opus also takes a
new turn musically from Small’s previous
work, incorporating more melodic vocals
and heavy rock-oriented instrumentation,
though some tracks do sound as if they
came straight from a Dethklok album with
re-recorded vocals. Most likely, this is because Small recruited the same musicians
with whom he recorded all of Dethklok’s
music, or maybe because it was recorded at
the same time as the virtual band’s second
release, Dethalbum II. In any case, Small’s
trademark tongue-in-cheek humor is by
no means missing on this release, though
it is not quite as obvious, except in song
titles like “Dangertits” or “Prophecy of
the Lazer Witch.” The storytelling format
of the album also allows him to explore
more evolved songwriting than in his other
projects, as well as vocal experimentation
when voicing the different characters in the
story. In all, this album marks a significant
step forward in Small’s music, with all due
respect to Dethklok, and is hopefully the
first of more to come. Bo Martin

My Bloody Valentine Releases
Remastered Records

A

t some point in the 60s, legendary
music producer Phil Spector used the
term “Wall of Sound” to describe a vision he
had for creating dense layers of noise and
reverb. I’m sure he never thought he would
actually hear anything close to such a term.
And so, as Phil Spector went on to become
crazy beyond all recognition (if you’d like
a good chuckle, Google image search him),
the late 80s “shoegaze” movement went on
to epitomize “Wall of Sound.” That is to say,
when listening to My Bloody Valentine, the
sensory overload is staggeringly dense and
all encompassing. This wall of sound isn’t
made of bricks—it’s made of strawberry
pudding and acid trips.
For those who aren’t familiar with the
movement, shoegaze came into form in the
late 80s in England as post-punk started to
tap into noise rock and neo-psychedelic
rock. My Bloody Valentine, while having a
more post-punk sound at its inception, went
on to release numerous EPs throughout the
mid 80s. They released Isn’t Anything and
Loveless in 1988 and 1991, respectively. Since
then, both albums have received numerous
accolades and widespread critical acclaim,
giving praise to the psychedelic soundscapes
and oozing lucidity. None of their releases
have been remastered… until now.
There is no denying how brilliant these
albums are. The sound is only marginally
enhanced, however. There are two versions
of Loveless (both of alternate remasters), yet
there is no distinction between the two,
creating confusion. EPs 1988-1991 is a nice
compilation of all their b-sides and add a
less disorienting dimension to the band’s
sound.
Even though these remasters lack any
notable enhancement in sound at first, these
are classic albums that should be heard by
anyone. So put your headphones on, throw
on Loveless, and become enclosed in a wall of
sound. Camden Krusec
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Singing Songs Off The Shoulder of Orion: An Interview
with

Sam Cook-Parrott
I

f Sam Cook-Parrott, is anything, it is prolific. With a catalogue of one album, three
EPs, and a bunch of other ‘albumettes’
floating about under the name Radiator
Hospital (his primary band)-- and that’s
not including other bands he associates
with like Photographers and Strawberry
Heritage--Cook-Parrott’s bubblegum punk
projects are leaking out of Grand Rapids
and into music scenes across the Midwest.
With music on websites such as bandcamp
and cllct.com, and with a recent release,
Welcome To The Jungle, under local cassette/digital distributor extraordinaire
Already Dead Tapes, Cook-Parrott has implanted his sound here in Kalamazoo.
My first contact with the artist
was when I was cobbling together a film
project, and his song “Michael & Barbara”

Photograph by http://cllct.com/art/radiatorhospital

caught my ear. I had discovered CookParrott after local Strutt Show-Manager
Andy Catlin shared the song on his site
disclaiming “Dude writes wicked songs!”
Well, how can one resist “wicked songs?”
The bounding guitar and pleading vocals
of “Michael & Barbara” seem reminiscent
of a lonely kid on his couch trying to shake
away some depressive doldrums with his

only two friends: a guitar and his television—something that fit the mood of the
lonely record store I was trying to portray.
I got ahold of Cook-Parrott and he gave the
go-ahead for using “Michael & Barbara” in
my film.
Later, I would wrangled a few
words from him in a subsequent interview,
intrigued by the at-home, cassette-like hiss,
and sci-fi femme fatal fascination has been
a consistent theme for all of his records.
While working on multiple projects such as Winter Break and Strawberry
Heritage the (latter formed with Frontier Ruckus member John Hanson) CP
explained that Radiator Hospital is his
main project and subsequently how it began. Like so many others, the project had
its origins in another band. “I had a band
(Cookie Bumsted), in high school, that was
like me and a bunch of friends. That sort of
died out--not everyone was interested anymore,” he said.
Afterwards, Cook-Parrott wanted
to revitalize the songs Cookie Bumsted had
played. “I thought it would fun to record
all these songs we had and record in a different way, playing the instruments myself.
Prince did it all himself. The Toms, a band
fro from the 70’s and 80’s, did it all themselves--that is the stuff that influenced me.
Except it sound nothing like that; it ended
sounding like typical lo-fi.”
This inspired Cook-Parrott to write on his
own, eventually forming Radiator Hospital
as a solo project with that same bedroom,
lo-fi sound. “I ended up making a band that
was bed-room rock and then sort of a punk
band playing all these songs.”
As a result, Welcome To The Jungle, I Want To Believe, Can You Feel My
Heart Beating?, and Nothing In My Eyes,
amongst a flurry of random collections of
singles and compilations, were produced
under the Radiator Hospital sigil. Most of

the earlier work was written by CP on his
own, but eventually he just “wanted to play
the songs live,” and formed a band around
the music.
Radiator Hospital gathers much
of its inspiration from the femmes of fiction.
From the likes of Agent Scully (X-Files) to
Rachael Tyrell (Blade Runner), amongst
other female characters from film and television who emblazon the album covers of
his records in the style of the Smiths album
covers: an old picture with a band-name.
Cook-Parrott says he “likes the imagery of
it, the idea of it. I am into cool sci-fi stuff, for
the covers of the records [the women] are
really strong image of this really beautiful
girl looking at you.”
All of this is an “homage,” explains CP, “about how these people are a
part of my life--even though they aren’t because I don’t know them.”
“There have been periods of time where I
have spent days or weeks just watching Xfiles and writing songs.”
There is fascination with fiction
in CP’s writing, a desire for a world that
only exists in the static glow of a television, and which he attempts conveyed with
the hiss-hum of his lo-fi pop. “I love the
melodrama—stuff like ‘this moment is the
most important moment of all time’ or ‘if
this kiss doesn’t happen we’ll all die,’ and
of course that isn’t how it is, but sometimes
you do live those moments, as silly as that
may be.”
For those interested in checking
out Radiator Hospital, Strawberry Heritage, or any other of Sam Cook-Parrott’s
work, just visit radiatorhospital.bandcamp.
com or strawberryheritage.bandcamp.com,
or see him play June 25th at the Old Dog
Tavern with Strawberry Heritage. By Zac
Clark

Bellringers at Stetson Chapel

Y

ou probably walk past Stetson chapel
every Monday and Wednesday night
and hear the cascading peals of the bells,
and maybe you sometimes walk into the
chapel and wonder who gets to go into
the locked side section and pull the bell
ropes. Not many students are aware of the
fact that anyone can do it; they just have
to drop in one night while the bells are
being rung. People from the Kalamazoo
community ring the bells twice a week,
on Monday night 7-9 pm and Wednesday
night 7:30-9 pm. I went to talk to them one
Monday night and found a group of about
ten people, some of whom had only started
ringing in January and some who had years
of experience. I spoke with Margaret Miller,
one of the organizers of the group, who told
me about the history of the bells and how
students can become involved. The bells
are called change ringers, which developed
around 1600 in England. There are change
ringing towers all over the world, with
thousands in the UK and about fifty in
North America. Our tower at Kalamazoo

College is the only one in Michigan. The
change ringing community is a small one; if
you know how to do it and happen to come
across a tower while you are travelling, you
can instantly make a new group of friends
by jumping in and saying you know how
to ring.
There are eight bells in Stetson, cast in
1983 and installed in 1984 on the college’s
150th anniversary. Before that the chapel
only played a recording, although in the
1940s they also had hand bells. Change
ringing is an art, involving a team of people
who ring differently tuned bells in changing
sequences formed by mathematical
patterns. It both a physical and mental
exercise, requiring close coordination to
get the timing of the sequences correct. The
actual ringing is unexpectedly complicated;
it takes a smooth downward pull on the
rope to get the bell to swing and ring
without a waver, but with practice the
motion comes easily. The bells at Stetson
ring regularly two nights a week, but also
for special occasions like weddings and

convocation.
The community members said that the
bell ringing group used to be completely
made up of K students, but over time they
graduated and now nobody seems to know
about this unique opportunity right in
the middle of campus. They openly invite
students to come and learn, especially
on Wednesdays from 7:30 to 9 which are
specifically for teaching new ringers. You do
not have to stay the whole time, just come
and get a feel for it. After one Wednesday
session they may ask you to come to the
Monday night session and try ringing with
the rest of the group. It is even possible to
get PE credit for it; although it does not
show up on the course catalog, students can
go to the registrar and sign up to ring bells
every week, keeping a journal to log what
they learn, and it will count toward the
physical education requirement. So stop by
one night to one of only thirty-one change
ringing towers in the United States, and
they will be overjoyed to pass on their skill!
Laura Crouch
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Album Review: Sludgefairy by Bread Planet

P

icture a German steel manufacturing
plant. Now picture a springtime Irish
meadow. As antithetical as these images
may seem, the industrial folk/metal act
Bread Planet blends them seamlessly in
their debut album, Sludgefairy. The Minneapolis quintet’s relative anonymity is in
no way reflected in their bombastic yet contemplative sound.
Frontman Royce “Freaky” Fricano’s
four-octave range and ability to modify the
texture of his singing allows the band to
incorporate aspects of both industrial and
folk metal. The technical musicianship of
lead guitarist Blaine Frasier (who also plays
mandolin and banjo on the album) provides the speed and sharpness that typifies
the genre. Rhythm guitarist Trent Revlin’s
chord progressions are nothing special, but
his solo in the instrumental “Radioactive
Guru” demonstrates his proficiency. The
rhythm section of bassist Chuck Underwood and drummer Luke Kolseth establish
the driving 4:4 and whimsical 3:4 tempos
featured throughout the album.
The band leads off the ten-track album
with the title track, “Sludgefairy.” A monster of a song with a catchy banjo hook,
“Sludgefairy” explores the dichotomy of
growing up with dreams and wonder in a
world of pollution and cynicism. As Fricano laments, “Who am I, what can I be/a
realm of pure uncertainty.” The listener

is abruptly brought back to Earth by the
second track, “March!,” which features a
relentless Kolseth double-bass and violent
crunchy distortion courtesy of Frasier.
Later on in the album, the aforementioned
instrumental “Radioactive Guru” puts on
display solos by Underwood, Frasier, and
Revlin, on bass, mandolin, and rhythm
guitar, respectively. Bread Planet finishes
its hour-long trip with “Pieces,” a song
of mourning Fricano wrote following a
friend’s suicide.
Overall, Bread Planet writes a perfect
prescription for the ills of today’s youth.
In our nature-fetishizing yet ever-industrializing culture, there seems no way
out. Whatever Sludgefairy may lack in
profundity, it more than compensates for
with feeling and sincerity. Grant Abrams
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Album Review: Stones Grow Her Name by Sonata Arctica

E

ven after seven albums, it is hard to predict just in what direction Sonata Arctica will go next. 2004’s Reckoning Night was
their peak of speed and intensity. 2007’s
Unia was dark and ethereal. 2009’s Days of
Grays was slower and intricate. What, then,
should be expected from the new Stones
Grow Her Name?
All things considered, it’s hard to say.
Stones feels far more experimental than

Sonata’s past albums. Some tracks, like
“Losing My Insanity,” feel as though they
would be right at home on one of Sonata’s
older, speedier albums. There are a number of songs, however, unlike anything
they have ever produced before. “Don’t
Be Mean” is an acoustic ballad. “I Have a
Right” incorporates almost techno-esque
keyboard. Most confounding, however, is
“Cinderblox”: a mashup of power metal
and bluegrass complete with banjo.
That’s not to say that Stones doesn’t
feel like a Sonata album. The guitar and
drums are uniquely Sonata despite the
variation in songs. In addition, lead singer
Tony Kakko’s distinctly Finnish vocals
unify what might be otherwise unrelated
tracks, making the album feel deliberate,
in spite of what some might perceive as a
lack of direction. Stones is no swan song,
but it’s a great listen for fans of power
metal. Adam Eisenstein

The Beastie Boys

Album Review:
Storm Corrosion

Photo courtesy of Michael Morel

T

his past month, rapper Adam Yauch,
also known as “MCA,” passed away
at age 47. Highly regarded as a charismatic
and caring individual, Yauch was a member of the influential rap group The Beastie
Boys as well as a human rights activist and
a film director. With his passing, the music
world paid tribute with bands and artists
as diverse as The Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Radiohead, and Eminem covering Beastie
Boys songs. The New York Senate even
passed a resolution honoring Adam Yauch.
So why was this man so important? As
an activist, Yauch along with the Beasties,
helped organize a series of concerts to support Tibetan independence from China.
Yauch spoke out at rallies and helped set up
the Milarepa fund in order to create awareness in the United States and inspire social
change in Tibet.
Musically, as a member of the Beastie
Boys, he helped define and set a standard
for rap artists to come. Two ground breaking albums, Licensed to Ill and Paul’s Boutique, were what began the Beastie’s career.
Although upon first listen they seem trite
and superficial, due to the records’ loud
and abrasive nature, and quite a bit of their
subject matter revolving around partying,
girls, and beer, they are much deeper for
those willing to give them a chance. Upon
close observation, the Beastie’s lyrics are
subtly clever and witty, as well as laced
thick with pop culture references. They
were also one of the first groups to make
use of sampling, which is now a stable in
today’s pop and rap music, using samples
from sources such as AC/DC to the music from Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho. Their
music is loud and obnoxious, but it is in a
way that is fun and, ironically, intelligent. It
might seem inane at first, but underneath
all the high-pitch yelling, jokes, and dorky
metal riffs are some well thought-out songs
that showcase some amazing talent. The
songs make the listener just want raise their
hands up and shout, “You gotta fight, for
your right, to ppppaarrrtttyyyy!” Aaron
Bunker

T

hough not necessarily a music-centered
site, Kickstarter.com has begun to be
utilized more and more by record-label independent musicians as a way to produce
their latest and greatest record, solely with
the help of their fans. For musicians that
want to focus on creating quality recordings, the website seems to be a great way to
make studio recording and producing costs
affordable. The idea behind the site sounds
simple - someone with an idea starts a project with a detailed amount of funding to be
raised, and people who think the project
is a good idea will support it, most often
gaining something from it (such as a musician’s latest album). If not enough money
is raised, the project won’t be funded and
the idea may have to go back to the drawing board. There have been some enormous
amounts of money raised for musical purposes, the most recent being for Amanda
Palmer’s new album. Amanda Palmer,
being a British punk cabaret artist and an
all around awesome individual, has raised
over $960,000 in 27 days. (If you haven’t
heard of her you should totally check out
her 2008 album Who Killed Amanda Palmer. ) She split from her record label after
the 2008 release and has been looking for
alternative ways to produce music ever
since. She is a well known artist, however,
and not all musicians will receive the press
she did if they try their own Kickstarter.
Kalamazoo musicians have used the site
successfully in the past, namely the Tia
Imani Hanna Project, Fly Paper, and Desolation Row. Kickstarter makes the process
of supporting the bands people like much
easier, and connects the fans a lot more with
the process of creating an album. Through
project updates, backers of each project can
read about how the musician is doing from
week to week on their album, with updates
on timeframes and music. As wonderful
as the system sounds, people still have
problems with it. Amanda Palmer is again
a good example, as she posted in her latest update that some of the hate mail she’d
been getting had some common themes “people bitching that i shouldn’t be using
kickstarter and i should leave it “to the artists who need it” and people bitching that
i’m just shameless and tasteful in general

and “begging” for money for my record.”
In all fairness, the kickstarter is a blend of
supporting the artist and actually receiving
the record as soon as it comes out, and if
people hadn’t wanted to support her then
they wouldn’t have. The kickstarter also
isn’t a way to beg for money - Amanda
broke down where all the money would go
in yet another update, to assure her backers
she wasn’t just making bank off their good
will. While the idea behind the site does require some trust between the person with
the idea and the person with the money, its
a relationship thats worth the risk.
Ian Geiman

T

he Album “June 2009” by Toro Y Moi
(Chazwick Bundick) came out on April
12th 2012. This album is a collection of
older guitar based songs from 2009- from
the still unknown artist. It is an album that
is meant to appeal to the serious fan base
and to give some background. The album
comes from a time that Chazwick hadn’t finalized his sound as the leader of the “chill
wave movement”. Chill wave is often characterized by effects processing, synthesizers, looping, and filtered vocals with simple
melodic lines.
“June 2009” was before the chill wave
movement had started. The album shares a
moment of the artist’s life that most artists
don’t want to share. The songs have unexpected instrumental changes rather than
Chazwick’s usual structural alteration on
his previous two albums. In his previous
albums the songs were connected with a
general theme and sound. In “June 2009”,
it is just a collection of songs that were in
the works. These songs have more guitars,
more vocals, and fewer synthesizers.
High points on the album include,
“Dead Pontoon”, “Ektelon”, and “Best
Around”. These songs show the roots of
Chazwick’s chill wave music, with lyrics,
guitars and bongo drums!
Mallory Zink

T

he long-awaited collaboration between
the frontmen of progressive rock/metal
heavyweights Porcupine Tree and Opeth,
Steven Wilson and Mikael Åkerfeldt respectively, finally surfaced as what the duo
described as the third dimension of the
musical triangle that is their latest albums
Grace For Drowning (Steven Wilson) and
Heritage (Opeth) together with their new
project Storm Corrosion’s self-titled debut.
Unconventionally yet unsurprisingly, all
the music is crafted devoid of any heavy
influences from their principle bands. True
to their statement, the production, composition, and instrumentation exhibit the
remeniscent analog timbres and hypnotic
orchestration that shrouded Grace For
Drowning and Heritage. Wilson and
Åkerfeldt further revealed that they each
had about an equal share in writing, which
is evident. The folk guitar and vocal style
of Åkerfeldt propels the entire record with
subtly teasing depth and finesse, while
Wilson’s unmistakable use of ambient and
eerie effects and orchestration fill in the
blanks. Åkerfeldt’s mellow and comforting guitar parts provide the backbone for
Wilson’s signature minimalist yet remarkably striking melodies to shine. For lack
of better terms, and by that I mean these
make the perfect description, the moods
gradually oscillate between light and
dark throughout the songs’ progression.
Unexpected had it been released ten years
ago by these musicians but now making
perfect sense, “Storm Corrosion” emerges
as an intriguing and harmonious paradox,
a lullaby of anguish. Although it does not
showcase the peak of either men’s talents,
it stands on its own as yet another commendable artistic victory from both Wilson
and Åkerfeldt and is thoroughly beautiful
and gratifying.
Supanat (Chris) Wachiralappaitoon

Alex Newell as Unique, his character’s drag identity

I

have a confession to make. I’m a huge
Gleek. I know, I know. I’m sure the
sophisticated readers of Naked magazine
are recoiling at the very mention of Glee.
But despite terrible writing, a sickening
abuse of Autotune, and the sometimes
shockingly tactless approach to sensitive
subjects, Glee has become a cultural
icon. And buried beneath its flaws and
shortcomings is a heart, a well-meaning
heart that provides encouragement for the
underdog and teaches acceptance in a way
not seen enough on television.
One night, I struck up a conversation on
Twitter with one Alex Newell. Alex was a
runner-up on The Glee Project, a summer
reality show that provides its winner(s)
with a multi-episode arc on Glee, and he
was therefore going to star in at least two
episodes of the FOX show. Alex’s two
episodes, at least for this season, have
already aired. He played the character
Wade Adams, a member of a rival show
choir who performs in drag under the
moniker Unique. Much of Wade’s storyline
saw him struggling with being true to his
gender identity while still being accepted
and approved by those around him. His
musical numbers were, in this writer’s
opinion, phenomenal. Alex’s dancing skills
are superb, and his singing is extraordinary.
Alex and I became friends, and I
asked him if he would be willing to do an
interview for Naked, and he was.

Naked: What was it like finding out that you
had won a (tentatively) two-episode role on
Glee?
Alex
Newell:
Well…it was very
mindboggling and distracting to the fact
that I was wearing a dress and I was crying
and it was a ball of emotions that I’ll never
forget.
N: What was it like actually being on Glee? On
seeing your dreams come true?
AN: It was really nice. I mean, I got to work
with a few of my idols, and meet everyone
I’ve been watching for three years. They’re
all so nice.
N: Were you happy with the songs you sang
on Glee?
AN: Yeah, of course! I love them.
N: What was your favorite?
AN: My favorite was “Boogie Shoes,” of
course. That’s, like, the one song I like so
much right now. But right now “Starships”
is up there. I mean, I only had three, so I
don’t have that many to choose from.
N: What’s your favorite song ever that Glee
has done?
AN: Anything that Amber has done…
“Disco Inferno” was really good this season.
N: What style of music do you usually like to
sing?
AN: It’s a cross between gospel and musical
theater because they’re the easiest things I
know how to do already.
N: What do you listen to?
AN: I listen to everything but country and

Alex Newell as Wade on Glee
rock, because they scare me. But actually
country isn’t that bad, because I love Kenny
Chesney, and he’s kind of hot, although
he’s pretty old. And I love T-Swift.
N: Favorite song of all time?
AN: “Love on Top” by Beyoncé, as of right
now..
N: What’s it like playing a transgender
character on Glee?
AN: I don’t know…it’s fun. I mean, it’s
not fun, but, I don’t know how to answer
it, because I actually don’t know if my
character is transgender or not, so it’s kind
of hard to say.
N: What do you see in your future?
AN: I see me, a wife, and two kids--me being the wife. No, I just see myself
successful and happy with what I do every
day.
N: One last question. What’s one thing Glee
does right and what’s one thing that Glee needs
to work on? Be honest.
ANI don’t know. I really can’t tell. It touches
base on all high school experiences. They’re
getting the high school experience down.
That’s what they’re getting right. And their
song choices are good sometimes. (Alex
refused to explicitly say anything negative
about the show.)
N: Any last words about music, culture,
anything?
AN: Music is the gateway to everyone’s
soul. David Landskroener

ing, “Damn, I’m not as good as I thought I
was!” This feeling quickly went away as he
gained experience from being thrown into
the pool of musicians.
When the Jazz Band decides what music to play, it is really “a group effort” according to both Ignagni and Johnson. The
music is suggested by both Evans and the
students, in the hope that they will find a
piece that everyone enjoys playing. Suggesting music is a communal process – one
that allows each musician to draw from his
or her favorite forms of jazz. For Ignagni
and Johnson, those are post-bop, hard bop,
and funk. Ignagni enjoys post-bop because
its fast pace is usually entertaining and
challenging for the drummer, unlike swing,
which is too “predictable and monotonous”
for him. Johnson’s love of hard bop lies in
the skill needed to play it. He describes
hard bop as “a cross-section between technical ability and improv composition.” The
two both see funk as the tentative “best”
form of jazz that the band plays, as well as
the most entertaining for the audience. The
conclusion for most performances is either
a funk or Latin track for this reason.
Branching from the original jazz band,
Ignagni created the Jazz Quintet, sometimes Sextet, this year. Starting with a similar thought that he has held since his freshman year (getting musicians together to
play outside of school) Ignagni took it upon
himself to make the Jazz Quintet into a fullfunctioning school band. Composed of musicians from the K Jazz Band (Brett Linvil,
Joe Barth, Curtis Gough, Andy Galimberti,
and Aaron Parach), the quintet has played
at such events as the “It’s Big” announcement and multiple Swing Club dances.
Though no auditions were held, the quintet came together through a general understanding held by musicians who get along
and play well together. The informal practices usually take place after the Jazz Band
rehearses as a whole. Without Evans’ counsel, the quintet works together to choose
music and somewhat directs itself, though
Ignagni sees himself as the head voice of
the project.
After graduation, Ignagni and Johnson
both plan to use their musical skills in the
future. Ignagni hopes to become an entertainment contractor: a career in which
he will be planning and organizing music
events, such as the college event he put
together earlier this quarter called the Student Music Showcase. He will also keep his
jazz “chops” in shape by either working for,
or playing in, a jazz combo throughout his

life.
Johnson’s plans for the next year include
moving to Austin, Texas, writing and recording his own music, having a job that
hopefully is music-related, as well as applying to a graduate school to become a music
psychologist. He doesn’t expect recording
to be a source of income next year, nor in the
future, but sees it as a cool experience and
necessary in maintaining his musical abilities. Nick’s main concern is being surrounded by people who “enjoy making music,” as

he plans to be writing music himself and is
open to the idea of joining with other musicians. The creation of both the music that he
writes next year and later on will always be
influenced by jazz. The main reason for this
lies in the improvisational founding of jazz
as a genre. Johnson sees improvisation to be
very important for any musician. He said,
“If you’re a pro and you’re at the peak of
your improvisational performance, you are
able to create spontaneous works of art.”
Cassidy Hillis and Mallory Zink

Mallory Zink

“My favorite memory
from jazz band in the
past was when we played
“M-Tom Waits because “My Funny Valentine”.
It was a special piece for
he is the coolest guy
everyone. We played a
ever.
F- Prince because he is more dramatic version
a materialized form of then the original with
great crescendo’s. There
sex.
K- Miles Davis because were good chords, and
the trombone’s were so
I don’t think we would
good! It was just a cool
get along, even though
song to work on and
I love his music.” - Iggy play.” - Nick
MFK: Tom Waits, Miles Davis
& Prince :
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chool band isn’t just for nerds anymore,
as Kalamazoo College’s Jazz Band demonstrated in 2011-2012. Playing to an almost
sold-out show last quarter, the Jazz Band,
directed by Tom Evans, combined seasoned
skill with captivating musical pieces. The
band’s last show made the group one of the
most-attended performers on campus.
This year the band has two seniors: Mike
“Iggy” Ignagni, playing drums, and Nick
Johnson, playing trumpet (as well as occasionally showing off his vocal abilities).
Ignagni and Johnson have both played
in the Jazz Band for the past four years –
though each took a study abroad break during their junior years. Both seniors plan to
continue their musical interests outside of
the “K bubble,” and they will be leaving
behind the best group of musicians they
have played with during their time at Kalamazoo.
Neither Ignagni nor Johnson knew a lot
about jazz music before coming to K. Ignagni played drums and guitar since he was
about ten, including playing percussion in

his high school’s concert band, but never
experienced jazz until his freshman year
of college. Ignagni’s choice to join the Jazz
Band was not difficult, as he wanted to continue playing music in any way he could.
Being “burned out” by symphonic band,
along with an allure of the drum kit, made
Jazz Band seem more appealing to Ignagni.
He originally thought, like many others,
that jazz was an elitist genre. He said that
he used to think jazz was, “pompous, with
only one style, horns, and a lot of noise,”
and that “people just listen to it to make
them seem more sophisticated.” However,
after joining the jazz band and reading
Miles Davis’ biography in the spring of his
freshman year, he fell in love with the jazz
culture.
Johnson, on the other hand, started off
his freshman year playing in both the Jazz
and Symphonic Bands, as he had done in
high school. After realizing the time commitment this required, he decided to dedicate his efforts to his preferred genre-- jazz.
Though Johnson has played the piano since

kindergarten, the trumpet since sixth grade,
and bass guitar on occasion, he stuck with
the trumpet, as there was already a piano
player in the Jazz Band. He had never seriously listened to jazz music until joining
the band, at which point he found time to
critically analyze the genre in Evans’ jazz
class.
Getting accepted into the Jazz Band was
not difficult, according to both seniors. Ignagni remembers talking to Evans, and before he knew it he was in the band. There
was no returning drummer to the band his
freshman year, making the audition quite
easy. Johnson also had an easy audition. He
initially found the first year experience to
be overwhelming, but eventually caught
on, remembering: “It was a good year to
join, there was a good trumpet section and
the songs were playable.” Ignagni agrees
with Johnson on this point. He noted the
pressure he felt as a drummer for possibly
“screwing up the band,” as the percussionists are the primary timekeepers. After the
first practice, Ignagni remembered think-

Summertime is concert season, everyone. Get ready to spend all that cash
on tickets to your favorite festivals featuring your favorite bands. Of course,
here in Kalamazoo, trying to attend west
coast and east coast festivals can be difficult and downright pricey. “What shows
are worth it?” you may be asking yourselves. Thankfully, there’s the Internet.
Even more thankfully, there’s us, and
we’re here to help give a preview of this
summer’s festivals, dates, prices, and
lineups.
All pictures from the official festival websites

Summer Concert Fest Preview
Bonnaroo
Location: Manchester, TN
Date: June 7th– June 10th
Ticket Price: $259.50
Again, tickets for Bonnaroo went on sale sometime ago. But that won’t stop live broadcasts
that will undoubtedly go on YouTube one way
or another. Bonnaroo boasts a lineup fit for the
gods. Headliners include Radiohead, Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Phish, the Beach Boys, Bon Iver,
the Shins, Foster the People, Skrillex, and fun.
The festival begins on the first day of vacation
for K students, so if you’re going, one can only

imagine it will be a great kickoff to the summer.

The Governor’s
Ball
Location: Randall’s Island, NYC
Date: June 23rd—24th
Ticket Price: $195 for 2 days
The Governor’s Ball hosts a wide array of indie,
electronic, rock, and hip-hop acts sure please
anyone with an affinity to dip into any of these
genres. Headliners include Beck, Passion Pit,
Modest Mouse, Fiona Apple, Major Lazer,
Santigold, and Kid Cudi. Passion Pit will include
material from their new album Gossamer in their
set, and of course Beck will be there doing Beck
kind of stuff.

Electric Forest
Location: Rothbury, MI
Date: June 28th – July 1st
Ticket Price: $242.50
By now, tickets for Electric Forest are mostly
sold out as they went on sale back in January.
Of course, if you’re still willing to shell out the
extra dough, you won’t be disappointed by this
year’s lineup. The String Cheese Incident who
will perform three different shows. Other notable
headliners include Bassnectar, Girl Talk, Santigold, Major Lazer, and Das Racist. If you haven’t
bought your tickets, you better act soon!

Location: USA
Date: June 16th –August 5th
Ticket Price: (varies by venue)
The Vans Warped Tour is once again hitting
the road with its various power-punk-pop
and post grunge bands including New Found
Glory, the Used, Streetlight Manifesto, and We
the Kings. The Warped Tour will be visiting
many major cities and venues around the
US throughout the summer—in particular,
the Palace of Auburn Hills outside of Detroit. Tickets for this show range from a very
pocket-friendly $35 to $45.

Summerfest
Location: Milwaukee, WI
Date: June 27th—July 8th
Ticket Price: $36 for 3 days (!!!!)
It’s hard to find festivals that deliver classic rock, mainstream acts, and all for one
affordable price. Well, this year’s Summerfest
is Milwaukee delivers all three for an incredibly low price of $36 for three entire days.
Summerfest also boasts an incredibly high
profile and diverse lineup, including Aerosmith, Common, Cheap Trick, Cake, Lupe
Fiasco, Robyn, Gavin DeGraw, Iron Maiden,
the Beach Boys, and Neil freakin’ Diamond.
Tickets are on sale now, and it would be really
stupid not to take up this incredible deal if
you live in the Midwest.

Common Ground Music
Festival

Location: Lansing, MI
Date: July 9th—15th
Ticket Price: $50 to $299
Near the campus of Michigan State University, the Common Ground will be hosting their
own summer festival. The lineup consists
of country acts, 90s alternative/post-grunge
acts, and all that good stuff in between.
Headliners include Bush, Morris Day &
the (“motherfu**in’) Time, the Wallflowers,
LIGHTS, Walk Off the Earth, and Three Days
Grace. With a diverse set-list like this, it’d be
hard not to enjoy what Lansing’s own has to
offer.

Pitchfork Music
Festival
Location: Chicago, IL
Date: July 13th—15th
Ticket Price: $115 for 3 days
As always, Pitchfork brings the latest, indieest, and hippest bands to Chicago for three
days of music you’ve never heard. If you
often go to Pitchfork.com, this year’s lineup
is sure to please. Headliners include ASAP
Rocky, Beach House, Dirty Projectors, Sleigh
Bells, Vampire Weekend, and Youth Lagoon.
This year’s festival promises to be comfortable and reasonably priced.

Sleepy Bear Music
Festival
Location: Lake Ann, MI
Date: July 27th—July 29th
Ticket Price: $75 for 3 days
Sleepy Bear offers something for the camper
in all of us. Keeping it simple and Michigan
based, Sleepy Bear lineup is of many different
genres, which include funk, electronic, and
acoustic folk and bluegrass. Bring your tents
for a camping trip you won’t soon forget.

Gathering of
the Juggalos
Location: Cave-In-Rock, IL
Date: August 8th—12th
Ticket Price: $170 to $750
Hmm… Gathering of the Juggalos is a thing
that is happening. How it ended up on this
list… I frankly have no idea. Well, if you go
(it’s highly recommended that you paint-up
before going, dare you look like a sore thumb
among many MANY Juggalos), plan to see
such iconic acts as Insane Clown Posse, Twiztid, Blaze Ya Dead Homie, Boondox, Anybody
Killa, and the fan-favorite Psychopathic
Rydas. Also to be announced will be various
comedians and professional wrestlers.

Location: Cincinnati, OH
Date: July 13th—July 15th
Ticket Price: $46 to $93
For something a little more mainstream with
hints of indie, Bunbury is the place to go. Keeping it relatively cheap with some big names,
Bunbury’s lineup includes Weezer, Jane’s Addiciton, Death Cab for Cutie, Passion Pit, City
and Colour, OAR, Manchester Orchestra, and
Guided by Voices. Again, for those sticking
around the Midwest, you can’t go wrong with
Bunbury.

Lollapalooza
Location: Chicago, IL
Date: August 3rd—5th
Ticket Price: $230 for 3 days
For a festival that needs no introduction,
it’s Lolla-freakin’-palooza. Head on over to
Grant Park if you’re interested in a fun-fueled
weekend in August featuring all your favorite
bands: Red Hot Chili Peppers, the Black Keys,
Jack White, Florence + the Machine, Bassnectar,
the Shins, M83, Childish Gambino, Metric, and
Toro Y Moi. As previously announced all over
the web, legendary post-hardcore band At the
Drive-In will be continuing their temporary
reunion at Lollapalooza. This won’t just be
an average Lollapalooza—this is going to be
straight up historic.
Camdon Krusec

background photo from true endeavors.com
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chool band isn’t just for nerds anymore,
as Kalamazoo College’s Jazz Band demonstrated in 2011-2012. Playing to an almost
sold-out show last quarter, the Jazz Band,
directed by Tom Evans, combined seasoned
skill with captivating musical pieces. The
band’s last show made the group one of the
most-attended performers on campus.
This year the band has two seniors: Mike
“Iggy” Ignagni, playing drums, and Nick
Johnson, playing trumpet (as well as occasionally showing off his vocal abilities).
Ignagni and Johnson have both played
in the Jazz Band for the past four years –
though each took a study abroad break during their junior years. Both seniors plan to
continue their musical interests outside of
the “K bubble,” and they will be leaving
behind the best group of musicians they
have played with during their time at Kalamazoo.
Neither Ignagni nor Johnson knew a lot
about jazz music before coming to K. Ignagni played drums and guitar since he was
about ten, including playing percussion in

his high school’s concert band, but never
experienced jazz until his freshman year
of college. Ignagni’s choice to join the Jazz
Band was not difficult, as he wanted to continue playing music in any way he could.
Being “burned out” by symphonic band,
along with an allure of the drum kit, made
Jazz Band seem more appealing to Ignagni.
He originally thought, like many others,
that jazz was an elitist genre. He said that
he used to think jazz was, “pompous, with
only one style, horns, and a lot of noise,”
and that “people just listen to it to make
them seem more sophisticated.” However,
after joining the jazz band and reading
Miles Davis’ biography in the spring of his
freshman year, he fell in love with the jazz
culture.
Johnson, on the other hand, started off
his freshman year playing in both the Jazz
and Symphonic Bands, as he had done in
high school. After realizing the time commitment this required, he decided to dedicate his efforts to his preferred genre-- jazz.
Though Johnson has played the piano since

kindergarten, the trumpet since sixth grade,
and bass guitar on occasion, he stuck with
the trumpet, as there was already a piano
player in the Jazz Band. He had never seriously listened to jazz music until joining
the band, at which point he found time to
critically analyze the genre in Evans’ jazz
class.
Getting accepted into the Jazz Band was
not difficult, according to both seniors. Ignagni remembers talking to Evans, and before he knew it he was in the band. There
was no returning drummer to the band his
freshman year, making the audition quite
easy. Johnson also had an easy audition. He
initially found the first year experience to
be overwhelming, but eventually caught
on, remembering: “It was a good year to
join, there was a good trumpet section and
the songs were playable.” Ignagni agrees
with Johnson on this point. He noted the
pressure he felt as a drummer for possibly
“screwing up the band,” as the percussionists are the primary timekeepers. After the
first practice, Ignagni remembered think-
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are worth it?” you may be asking yourselves. Thankfully, there’s the Internet.
Even more thankfully, there’s us, and
we’re here to help give a preview of this
summer’s festivals, dates, prices, and
lineups.
All pictures from the official festival websites

Alex Newell as Unique, his character’s drag identity

I

have a confession to make. I’m a huge
Gleek. I know, I know. I’m sure the
sophisticated readers of Naked magazine
are recoiling at the very mention of Glee.
But despite terrible writing, a sickening
abuse of Autotune, and the sometimes
shockingly tactless approach to sensitive
subjects, Glee has become a cultural
icon. And buried beneath its flaws and
shortcomings is a heart, a well-meaning
heart that provides encouragement for the
underdog and teaches acceptance in a way
not seen enough on television.
One night, I struck up a conversation on
Twitter with one Alex Newell. Alex was a
runner-up on The Glee Project, a summer
reality show that provides its winner(s)
with a multi-episode arc on Glee, and he
was therefore going to star in at least two
episodes of the FOX show. Alex’s two
episodes, at least for this season, have
already aired. He played the character
Wade Adams, a member of a rival show
choir who performs in drag under the
moniker Unique. Much of Wade’s storyline
saw him struggling with being true to his
gender identity while still being accepted
and approved by those around him. His
musical numbers were, in this writer’s
opinion, phenomenal. Alex’s dancing skills
are superb, and his singing is extraordinary.
Alex and I became friends, and I
asked him if he would be willing to do an
interview for Naked, and he was.

Naked: What was it like finding out that you
had won a (tentatively) two-episode role on
Glee?
Alex
Newell:
Well…it was very
mindboggling and distracting to the fact
that I was wearing a dress and I was crying
and it was a ball of emotions that I’ll never
forget.
N: What was it like actually being on Glee? On
seeing your dreams come true?
AN: It was really nice. I mean, I got to work
with a few of my idols, and meet everyone
I’ve been watching for three years. They’re
all so nice.
N: Were you happy with the songs you sang
on Glee?
AN: Yeah, of course! I love them.
N: What was your favorite?
AN: My favorite was “Boogie Shoes,” of
course. That’s, like, the one song I like so
much right now. But right now “Starships”
is up there. I mean, I only had three, so I
don’t have that many to choose from.
N: What’s your favorite song ever that Glee
has done?
AN: Anything that Amber has done…
“Disco Inferno” was really good this season.
N: What style of music do you usually like to
sing?
AN: It’s a cross between gospel and musical
theater because they’re the easiest things I
know how to do already.
N: What do you listen to?
AN: I listen to everything but country and

Alex Newell as Wade on Glee
rock, because they scare me. But actually
country isn’t that bad, because I love Kenny
Chesney, and he’s kind of hot, although
he’s pretty old. And I love T-Swift.
N: Favorite song of all time?
AN: “Love on Top” by Beyoncé, as of right
now..
N: What’s it like playing a transgender
character on Glee?
AN: I don’t know…it’s fun. I mean, it’s
not fun, but, I don’t know how to answer
it, because I actually don’t know if my
character is transgender or not, so it’s kind
of hard to say.
N: What do you see in your future?
AN: I see me, a wife, and two kids--me being the wife. No, I just see myself
successful and happy with what I do every
day.
N: One last question. What’s one thing Glee
does right and what’s one thing that Glee needs
to work on? Be honest.
ANI don’t know. I really can’t tell. It touches
base on all high school experiences. They’re
getting the high school experience down.
That’s what they’re getting right. And their
song choices are good sometimes. (Alex
refused to explicitly say anything negative
about the show.)
N: Any last words about music, culture,
anything?
AN: Music is the gateway to everyone’s
soul. David Landskroener

ing, “Damn, I’m not as good as I thought I
was!” This feeling quickly went away as he
gained experience from being thrown into
the pool of musicians.
When the Jazz Band decides what music to play, it is really “a group effort” according to both Ignagni and Johnson. The
music is suggested by both Evans and the
students, in the hope that they will find a
piece that everyone enjoys playing. Suggesting music is a communal process – one
that allows each musician to draw from his
or her favorite forms of jazz. For Ignagni
and Johnson, those are post-bop, hard bop,
and funk. Ignagni enjoys post-bop because
its fast pace is usually entertaining and
challenging for the drummer, unlike swing,
which is too “predictable and monotonous”
for him. Johnson’s love of hard bop lies in
the skill needed to play it. He describes
hard bop as “a cross-section between technical ability and improv composition.” The
two both see funk as the tentative “best”
form of jazz that the band plays, as well as
the most entertaining for the audience. The
conclusion for most performances is either
a funk or Latin track for this reason.
Branching from the original jazz band,
Ignagni created the Jazz Quintet, sometimes Sextet, this year. Starting with a similar thought that he has held since his freshman year (getting musicians together to
play outside of school) Ignagni took it upon
himself to make the Jazz Quintet into a fullfunctioning school band. Composed of musicians from the K Jazz Band (Brett Linvil,
Joe Barth, Curtis Gough, Andy Galimberti,
and Aaron Parach), the quintet has played
at such events as the “It’s Big” announcement and multiple Swing Club dances.
Though no auditions were held, the quintet came together through a general understanding held by musicians who get along
and play well together. The informal practices usually take place after the Jazz Band
rehearses as a whole. Without Evans’ counsel, the quintet works together to choose
music and somewhat directs itself, though
Ignagni sees himself as the head voice of
the project.
After graduation, Ignagni and Johnson
both plan to use their musical skills in the
future. Ignagni hopes to become an entertainment contractor: a career in which
he will be planning and organizing music
events, such as the college event he put
together earlier this quarter called the Student Music Showcase. He will also keep his
jazz “chops” in shape by either working for,
or playing in, a jazz combo throughout his

life.
Johnson’s plans for the next year include
moving to Austin, Texas, writing and recording his own music, having a job that
hopefully is music-related, as well as applying to a graduate school to become a music
psychologist. He doesn’t expect recording
to be a source of income next year, nor in the
future, but sees it as a cool experience and
necessary in maintaining his musical abilities. Nick’s main concern is being surrounded by people who “enjoy making music,” as

he plans to be writing music himself and is
open to the idea of joining with other musicians. The creation of both the music that he
writes next year and later on will always be
influenced by jazz. The main reason for this
lies in the improvisational founding of jazz
as a genre. Johnson sees improvisation to be
very important for any musician. He said,
“If you’re a pro and you’re at the peak of
your improvisational performance, you are
able to create spontaneous works of art.”
Cassidy Hillis and Mallory Zink

Mallory Zink

“My favorite memory
from jazz band in the
past was when we played
“M-Tom Waits because “My Funny Valentine”.
It was a special piece for
he is the coolest guy
everyone. We played a
ever.
F- Prince because he is more dramatic version
a materialized form of then the original with
great crescendo’s. There
sex.
K- Miles Davis because were good chords, and
the trombone’s were so
I don’t think we would
good! It was just a cool
get along, even though
song to work on and
I love his music.” - Iggy play.” - Nick
MFK: Tom Waits, Miles Davis
& Prince :

Album Review: Sludgefairy by Bread Planet

P

icture a German steel manufacturing
plant. Now picture a springtime Irish
meadow. As antithetical as these images
may seem, the industrial folk/metal act
Bread Planet blends them seamlessly in
their debut album, Sludgefairy. The Minneapolis quintet’s relative anonymity is in
no way reflected in their bombastic yet contemplative sound.
Frontman Royce “Freaky” Fricano’s
four-octave range and ability to modify the
texture of his singing allows the band to
incorporate aspects of both industrial and
folk metal. The technical musicianship of
lead guitarist Blaine Frasier (who also plays
mandolin and banjo on the album) provides the speed and sharpness that typifies
the genre. Rhythm guitarist Trent Revlin’s
chord progressions are nothing special, but
his solo in the instrumental “Radioactive
Guru” demonstrates his proficiency. The
rhythm section of bassist Chuck Underwood and drummer Luke Kolseth establish
the driving 4:4 and whimsical 3:4 tempos
featured throughout the album.
The band leads off the ten-track album
with the title track, “Sludgefairy.” A monster of a song with a catchy banjo hook,
“Sludgefairy” explores the dichotomy of
growing up with dreams and wonder in a
world of pollution and cynicism. As Fricano laments, “Who am I, what can I be/a
realm of pure uncertainty.” The listener

is abruptly brought back to Earth by the
second track, “March!,” which features a
relentless Kolseth double-bass and violent
crunchy distortion courtesy of Frasier.
Later on in the album, the aforementioned
instrumental “Radioactive Guru” puts on
display solos by Underwood, Frasier, and
Revlin, on bass, mandolin, and rhythm
guitar, respectively. Bread Planet finishes
its hour-long trip with “Pieces,” a song
of mourning Fricano wrote following a
friend’s suicide.
Overall, Bread Planet writes a perfect
prescription for the ills of today’s youth.
In our nature-fetishizing yet ever-industrializing culture, there seems no way
out. Whatever Sludgefairy may lack in
profundity, it more than compensates for
with feeling and sincerity. Grant Abrams
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Album Review: Stones Grow Her Name by Sonata Arctica

E

ven after seven albums, it is hard to predict just in what direction Sonata Arctica will go next. 2004’s Reckoning Night was
their peak of speed and intensity. 2007’s
Unia was dark and ethereal. 2009’s Days of
Grays was slower and intricate. What, then,
should be expected from the new Stones
Grow Her Name?
All things considered, it’s hard to say.
Stones feels far more experimental than

Sonata’s past albums. Some tracks, like
“Losing My Insanity,” feel as though they
would be right at home on one of Sonata’s
older, speedier albums. There are a number of songs, however, unlike anything
they have ever produced before. “Don’t
Be Mean” is an acoustic ballad. “I Have a
Right” incorporates almost techno-esque
keyboard. Most confounding, however, is
“Cinderblox”: a mashup of power metal
and bluegrass complete with banjo.
That’s not to say that Stones doesn’t
feel like a Sonata album. The guitar and
drums are uniquely Sonata despite the
variation in songs. In addition, lead singer
Tony Kakko’s distinctly Finnish vocals
unify what might be otherwise unrelated
tracks, making the album feel deliberate,
in spite of what some might perceive as a
lack of direction. Stones is no swan song,
but it’s a great listen for fans of power
metal. Adam Eisenstein

The Beastie Boys

Album Review:
Storm Corrosion

Photo courtesy of Michael Morel

T

his past month, rapper Adam Yauch,
also known as “MCA,” passed away
at age 47. Highly regarded as a charismatic
and caring individual, Yauch was a member of the influential rap group The Beastie
Boys as well as a human rights activist and
a film director. With his passing, the music
world paid tribute with bands and artists
as diverse as The Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Radiohead, and Eminem covering Beastie
Boys songs. The New York Senate even
passed a resolution honoring Adam Yauch.
So why was this man so important? As
an activist, Yauch along with the Beasties,
helped organize a series of concerts to support Tibetan independence from China.
Yauch spoke out at rallies and helped set up
the Milarepa fund in order to create awareness in the United States and inspire social
change in Tibet.
Musically, as a member of the Beastie
Boys, he helped define and set a standard
for rap artists to come. Two ground breaking albums, Licensed to Ill and Paul’s Boutique, were what began the Beastie’s career.
Although upon first listen they seem trite
and superficial, due to the records’ loud
and abrasive nature, and quite a bit of their
subject matter revolving around partying,
girls, and beer, they are much deeper for
those willing to give them a chance. Upon
close observation, the Beastie’s lyrics are
subtly clever and witty, as well as laced
thick with pop culture references. They
were also one of the first groups to make
use of sampling, which is now a stable in
today’s pop and rap music, using samples
from sources such as AC/DC to the music from Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho. Their
music is loud and obnoxious, but it is in a
way that is fun and, ironically, intelligent. It
might seem inane at first, but underneath
all the high-pitch yelling, jokes, and dorky
metal riffs are some well thought-out songs
that showcase some amazing talent. The
songs make the listener just want raise their
hands up and shout, “You gotta fight, for
your right, to ppppaarrrtttyyyy!” Aaron
Bunker

T

hough not necessarily a music-centered
site, Kickstarter.com has begun to be
utilized more and more by record-label independent musicians as a way to produce
their latest and greatest record, solely with
the help of their fans. For musicians that
want to focus on creating quality recordings, the website seems to be a great way to
make studio recording and producing costs
affordable. The idea behind the site sounds
simple - someone with an idea starts a project with a detailed amount of funding to be
raised, and people who think the project
is a good idea will support it, most often
gaining something from it (such as a musician’s latest album). If not enough money
is raised, the project won’t be funded and
the idea may have to go back to the drawing board. There have been some enormous
amounts of money raised for musical purposes, the most recent being for Amanda
Palmer’s new album. Amanda Palmer,
being a British punk cabaret artist and an
all around awesome individual, has raised
over $960,000 in 27 days. (If you haven’t
heard of her you should totally check out
her 2008 album Who Killed Amanda Palmer. ) She split from her record label after
the 2008 release and has been looking for
alternative ways to produce music ever
since. She is a well known artist, however,
and not all musicians will receive the press
she did if they try their own Kickstarter.
Kalamazoo musicians have used the site
successfully in the past, namely the Tia
Imani Hanna Project, Fly Paper, and Desolation Row. Kickstarter makes the process
of supporting the bands people like much
easier, and connects the fans a lot more with
the process of creating an album. Through
project updates, backers of each project can
read about how the musician is doing from
week to week on their album, with updates
on timeframes and music. As wonderful
as the system sounds, people still have
problems with it. Amanda Palmer is again
a good example, as she posted in her latest update that some of the hate mail she’d
been getting had some common themes “people bitching that i shouldn’t be using
kickstarter and i should leave it “to the artists who need it” and people bitching that
i’m just shameless and tasteful in general

and “begging” for money for my record.”
In all fairness, the kickstarter is a blend of
supporting the artist and actually receiving
the record as soon as it comes out, and if
people hadn’t wanted to support her then
they wouldn’t have. The kickstarter also
isn’t a way to beg for money - Amanda
broke down where all the money would go
in yet another update, to assure her backers
she wasn’t just making bank off their good
will. While the idea behind the site does require some trust between the person with
the idea and the person with the money, its
a relationship thats worth the risk.
Ian Geiman

T

he Album “June 2009” by Toro Y Moi
(Chazwick Bundick) came out on April
12th 2012. This album is a collection of
older guitar based songs from 2009- from
the still unknown artist. It is an album that
is meant to appeal to the serious fan base
and to give some background. The album
comes from a time that Chazwick hadn’t finalized his sound as the leader of the “chill
wave movement”. Chill wave is often characterized by effects processing, synthesizers, looping, and filtered vocals with simple
melodic lines.
“June 2009” was before the chill wave
movement had started. The album shares a
moment of the artist’s life that most artists
don’t want to share. The songs have unexpected instrumental changes rather than
Chazwick’s usual structural alteration on
his previous two albums. In his previous
albums the songs were connected with a
general theme and sound. In “June 2009”,
it is just a collection of songs that were in
the works. These songs have more guitars,
more vocals, and fewer synthesizers.
High points on the album include,
“Dead Pontoon”, “Ektelon”, and “Best
Around”. These songs show the roots of
Chazwick’s chill wave music, with lyrics,
guitars and bongo drums!
Mallory Zink

T

he long-awaited collaboration between
the frontmen of progressive rock/metal
heavyweights Porcupine Tree and Opeth,
Steven Wilson and Mikael Åkerfeldt respectively, finally surfaced as what the duo
described as the third dimension of the
musical triangle that is their latest albums
Grace For Drowning (Steven Wilson) and
Heritage (Opeth) together with their new
project Storm Corrosion’s self-titled debut.
Unconventionally yet unsurprisingly, all
the music is crafted devoid of any heavy
influences from their principle bands. True
to their statement, the production, composition, and instrumentation exhibit the
remeniscent analog timbres and hypnotic
orchestration that shrouded Grace For
Drowning and Heritage. Wilson and
Åkerfeldt further revealed that they each
had about an equal share in writing, which
is evident. The folk guitar and vocal style
of Åkerfeldt propels the entire record with
subtly teasing depth and finesse, while
Wilson’s unmistakable use of ambient and
eerie effects and orchestration fill in the
blanks. Åkerfeldt’s mellow and comforting guitar parts provide the backbone for
Wilson’s signature minimalist yet remarkably striking melodies to shine. For lack
of better terms, and by that I mean these
make the perfect description, the moods
gradually oscillate between light and
dark throughout the songs’ progression.
Unexpected had it been released ten years
ago by these musicians but now making
perfect sense, “Storm Corrosion” emerges
as an intriguing and harmonious paradox,
a lullaby of anguish. Although it does not
showcase the peak of either men’s talents,
it stands on its own as yet another commendable artistic victory from both Wilson
and Åkerfeldt and is thoroughly beautiful
and gratifying.
Supanat (Chris) Wachiralappaitoon

Singing Songs Off The Shoulder of Orion: An Interview
with

Sam Cook-Parrott
I

f Sam Cook-Parrott, is anything, it is prolific. With a catalogue of one album, three
EPs, and a bunch of other ‘albumettes’
floating about under the name Radiator
Hospital (his primary band)-- and that’s
not including other bands he associates
with like Photographers and Strawberry
Heritage--Cook-Parrott’s bubblegum punk
projects are leaking out of Grand Rapids
and into music scenes across the Midwest.
With music on websites such as bandcamp
and cllct.com, and with a recent release,
Welcome To The Jungle, under local cassette/digital distributor extraordinaire
Already Dead Tapes, Cook-Parrott has implanted his sound here in Kalamazoo.
My first contact with the artist
was when I was cobbling together a film
project, and his song “Michael & Barbara”

Photograph by http://cllct.com/art/radiatorhospital

caught my ear. I had discovered CookParrott after local Strutt Show-Manager
Andy Catlin shared the song on his site
disclaiming “Dude writes wicked songs!”
Well, how can one resist “wicked songs?”
The bounding guitar and pleading vocals
of “Michael & Barbara” seem reminiscent
of a lonely kid on his couch trying to shake
away some depressive doldrums with his

only two friends: a guitar and his television—something that fit the mood of the
lonely record store I was trying to portray.
I got ahold of Cook-Parrott and he gave the
go-ahead for using “Michael & Barbara” in
my film.
Later, I would wrangled a few
words from him in a subsequent interview,
intrigued by the at-home, cassette-like hiss,
and sci-fi femme fatal fascination has been
a consistent theme for all of his records.
While working on multiple projects such as Winter Break and Strawberry
Heritage the (latter formed with Frontier Ruckus member John Hanson) CP
explained that Radiator Hospital is his
main project and subsequently how it began. Like so many others, the project had
its origins in another band. “I had a band
(Cookie Bumsted), in high school, that was
like me and a bunch of friends. That sort of
died out--not everyone was interested anymore,” he said.
Afterwards, Cook-Parrott wanted
to revitalize the songs Cookie Bumsted had
played. “I thought it would fun to record
all these songs we had and record in a different way, playing the instruments myself.
Prince did it all himself. The Toms, a band
fro from the 70’s and 80’s, did it all themselves--that is the stuff that influenced me.
Except it sound nothing like that; it ended
sounding like typical lo-fi.”
This inspired Cook-Parrott to write on his
own, eventually forming Radiator Hospital
as a solo project with that same bedroom,
lo-fi sound. “I ended up making a band that
was bed-room rock and then sort of a punk
band playing all these songs.”
As a result, Welcome To The Jungle, I Want To Believe, Can You Feel My
Heart Beating?, and Nothing In My Eyes,
amongst a flurry of random collections of
singles and compilations, were produced
under the Radiator Hospital sigil. Most of

the earlier work was written by CP on his
own, but eventually he just “wanted to play
the songs live,” and formed a band around
the music.
Radiator Hospital gathers much
of its inspiration from the femmes of fiction.
From the likes of Agent Scully (X-Files) to
Rachael Tyrell (Blade Runner), amongst
other female characters from film and television who emblazon the album covers of
his records in the style of the Smiths album
covers: an old picture with a band-name.
Cook-Parrott says he “likes the imagery of
it, the idea of it. I am into cool sci-fi stuff, for
the covers of the records [the women] are
really strong image of this really beautiful
girl looking at you.”
All of this is an “homage,” explains CP, “about how these people are a
part of my life--even though they aren’t because I don’t know them.”
“There have been periods of time where I
have spent days or weeks just watching Xfiles and writing songs.”
There is fascination with fiction
in CP’s writing, a desire for a world that
only exists in the static glow of a television, and which he attempts conveyed with
the hiss-hum of his lo-fi pop. “I love the
melodrama—stuff like ‘this moment is the
most important moment of all time’ or ‘if
this kiss doesn’t happen we’ll all die,’ and
of course that isn’t how it is, but sometimes
you do live those moments, as silly as that
may be.”
For those interested in checking
out Radiator Hospital, Strawberry Heritage, or any other of Sam Cook-Parrott’s
work, just visit radiatorhospital.bandcamp.
com or strawberryheritage.bandcamp.com,
or see him play June 25th at the Old Dog
Tavern with Strawberry Heritage. By Zac
Clark

Bellringers at Stetson Chapel

Y

ou probably walk past Stetson chapel
every Monday and Wednesday night
and hear the cascading peals of the bells,
and maybe you sometimes walk into the
chapel and wonder who gets to go into
the locked side section and pull the bell
ropes. Not many students are aware of the
fact that anyone can do it; they just have
to drop in one night while the bells are
being rung. People from the Kalamazoo
community ring the bells twice a week,
on Monday night 7-9 pm and Wednesday
night 7:30-9 pm. I went to talk to them one
Monday night and found a group of about
ten people, some of whom had only started
ringing in January and some who had years
of experience. I spoke with Margaret Miller,
one of the organizers of the group, who told
me about the history of the bells and how
students can become involved. The bells
are called change ringers, which developed
around 1600 in England. There are change
ringing towers all over the world, with
thousands in the UK and about fifty in
North America. Our tower at Kalamazoo

College is the only one in Michigan. The
change ringing community is a small one; if
you know how to do it and happen to come
across a tower while you are travelling, you
can instantly make a new group of friends
by jumping in and saying you know how
to ring.
There are eight bells in Stetson, cast in
1983 and installed in 1984 on the college’s
150th anniversary. Before that the chapel
only played a recording, although in the
1940s they also had hand bells. Change
ringing is an art, involving a team of people
who ring differently tuned bells in changing
sequences formed by mathematical
patterns. It both a physical and mental
exercise, requiring close coordination to
get the timing of the sequences correct. The
actual ringing is unexpectedly complicated;
it takes a smooth downward pull on the
rope to get the bell to swing and ring
without a waver, but with practice the
motion comes easily. The bells at Stetson
ring regularly two nights a week, but also
for special occasions like weddings and

convocation.
The community members said that the
bell ringing group used to be completely
made up of K students, but over time they
graduated and now nobody seems to know
about this unique opportunity right in
the middle of campus. They openly invite
students to come and learn, especially
on Wednesdays from 7:30 to 9 which are
specifically for teaching new ringers. You do
not have to stay the whole time, just come
and get a feel for it. After one Wednesday
session they may ask you to come to the
Monday night session and try ringing with
the rest of the group. It is even possible to
get PE credit for it; although it does not
show up on the course catalog, students can
go to the registrar and sign up to ring bells
every week, keeping a journal to log what
they learn, and it will count toward the
physical education requirement. So stop by
one night to one of only thirty-one change
ringing towers in the United States, and
they will be overjoyed to pass on their skill!
Laura Crouch
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Rize of the Fenix
Tenacious D

C

omedy music often sacrifices good
sound for the sake of humor. Jack
Black and Kyle Gass threw that notion out
the window in 2001 with their eponymous
album Tenacious D, bringing equal parts
hilarity and rock. Fans were overjoyed with
the release of the film and album The Pick
of Destiny in 2006. Unfortunately, nobody
else was. The film was a bomb and Tenacious D receded into the minds of rockers
and stoners everywhere.
Or so it would have been without the
release of Rize of the Fenix on May 15. Unlike the band’s previous two albums, none
of the songs are from television or movie
appearances. Black and Gass bust out a
completely new13 track album. It’s apparent that both are still sore over the movie’s
poor reception; three or four songs, including the title track, are devoted to the film’s
failure and how it affected The D.
Musically, Rize is fantastic. Some great
riffs and intense drumming by longtime
ally of The D, Dave Grohl, accompany Jack
Black’s exaggerated vocals. Unfortunately,
Rize seems to have lost some of the edge of
past albums. Perhaps it is the lack of talking
tracks, as there are only two, but a number
of the songs seem to lack context. “To Be
The Best” is a great example. It fits perfectly
in the training montage music video it was
written for, but alone on the album serves
little purpose. That’s not to say there aren’t
great standalone tracks. “Roadie” is a great
ballad seemingly inspired by Black’s work
on the video game Brütal Legend, and “The
Ballad of Hollywood Jack and The Rage
Kage” brings back some of the hilarious
narcissism of their previous works.
In the end, Rize of the Fenix is a good
return, but not quite as gut-bustingly hilarious as their earlier works. Adam Eisenstein

Galaktikon
Brendon Small
Anyone familiar with Brendon Small’s
work as co-creator of Metalocalypse, as
well as being the man behind Dethklok
(the band around which the show is centered), might have certain expectations
for violently over-the-top lyrics from his
first solo release. However, on Galaktikon,
he takes a relatively subtle approach to
things, exploring a superhero named Triton’s post-divorce adventures in space, in
what Small himself described as a “highstakes, intergalactic, extreme rock album.” The space opera opus also takes a
new turn musically from Small’s previous
work, incorporating more melodic vocals
and heavy rock-oriented instrumentation,
though some tracks do sound as if they
came straight from a Dethklok album with
re-recorded vocals. Most likely, this is because Small recruited the same musicians
with whom he recorded all of Dethklok’s
music, or maybe because it was recorded at
the same time as the virtual band’s second
release, Dethalbum II. In any case, Small’s
trademark tongue-in-cheek humor is by
no means missing on this release, though
it is not quite as obvious, except in song
titles like “Dangertits” or “Prophecy of
the Lazer Witch.” The storytelling format
of the album also allows him to explore
more evolved songwriting than in his other
projects, as well as vocal experimentation
when voicing the different characters in the
story. In all, this album marks a significant
step forward in Small’s music, with all due
respect to Dethklok, and is hopefully the
first of more to come. Bo Martin

My Bloody Valentine Releases
Remastered Records

A

t some point in the 60s, legendary
music producer Phil Spector used the
term “Wall of Sound” to describe a vision he
had for creating dense layers of noise and
reverb. I’m sure he never thought he would
actually hear anything close to such a term.
And so, as Phil Spector went on to become
crazy beyond all recognition (if you’d like
a good chuckle, Google image search him),
the late 80s “shoegaze” movement went on
to epitomize “Wall of Sound.” That is to say,
when listening to My Bloody Valentine, the
sensory overload is staggeringly dense and
all encompassing. This wall of sound isn’t
made of bricks—it’s made of strawberry
pudding and acid trips.
For those who aren’t familiar with the
movement, shoegaze came into form in the
late 80s in England as post-punk started to
tap into noise rock and neo-psychedelic
rock. My Bloody Valentine, while having a
more post-punk sound at its inception, went
on to release numerous EPs throughout the
mid 80s. They released Isn’t Anything and
Loveless in 1988 and 1991, respectively. Since
then, both albums have received numerous
accolades and widespread critical acclaim,
giving praise to the psychedelic soundscapes
and oozing lucidity. None of their releases
have been remastered… until now.
There is no denying how brilliant these
albums are. The sound is only marginally
enhanced, however. There are two versions
of Loveless (both of alternate remasters), yet
there is no distinction between the two,
creating confusion. EPs 1988-1991 is a nice
compilation of all their b-sides and add a
less disorienting dimension to the band’s
sound.
Even though these remasters lack any
notable enhancement in sound at first, these
are classic albums that should be heard by
anyone. So put your headphones on, throw
on Loveless, and become enclosed in a wall of
sound. Camden Krusec
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L

ocal Section. First some context. This Is
You At Your Best is a personal project by
Christopher Wahamaki, who is the literary
brainchild behind the project. Writing all
the vocals and music for the album (with
the exception of the music for “Focal Point,”
which was written by Sophia Boudeliou)
over the course of 19 credit hours while he
was still in school, Wahamaki believed he
ended up with a psychedelic-folk album
with his recording buddy David Bolema,
who managed all the mixing, recording,
and background instruments.
While a few acoustic tropes are thrown
in for good measure (distant harmonica
playing, sparse violin, and backing
female vocals done by local broodingfemme artisan Fiona Dickinson), the
album feels more like an alternative
rock performance than an out-there
psychedelic-folk concoction. The opening
song “Homeward,” seems to have more
in common with Joe Jackson’s Big World-an echoing, live, stadium performance
where the audience was asked to hold
the applause in between songs, then The
Jefferson Airplane or Grateful Dead.
Rather than focusing on psychedelic,
stripped-down acoustic meddling or
watery distorted grooves, listeners are
introduced to an album that features
amped-up, arena-style acoustic ditties.
Wahamaki’s songs feel more at place during
drunken strolls through rain-slicked city
streets dotted with neon signs than a firepit where everyone is tripping on shrooms.
That being said the album is pay-what-youwant on bandcamp and thus cheaper than
both of those activities, so I recommend
dropping a buck for a solid, local, rock
album. Zac Clark

T

he Wood Brothers are made up of
Chris and Oliver Wood from Boulder,
Colorado. While Chris plays bass, often
the upright, Oliver plays the guitar and is
the primary songwriter. Chris Wood is also
a member of the music collective Medeski,
Martin, and Wood, a trio that plays jazzfunk, but the Wood Brothers stick to the
American roots of folk, blues, bluegrass,
and country. Above all, the Wood Brothers
make Americana music, echoing the likes
of Bob Dylan, Woody Guthrie, but in the
contemporary sound-scape of electric instruments.
Live, Volume 1: Sky High is an excellent place to start if you want to listen to
new music with a feeling of authenticity as
it takes highlights from their three previous albums. While the songs are crafted
by the Wood Brothers, this record includes
Clay Cook and Matt Mangano. Cook is a
member of the Marshall Trucker Band and
of the Zac Brown Band, while Mangano is
a touring guitarist. These two additional
musicians, as well as a percussionist, add
layers and make previously memorable
songs feel more full.

Their rendition of “Glad” adds harmonies when Oliver sings “It’s good to see you,
but I’d be glad to see you go,” followed by
a bass interlude in the middle section. The
benefit of a live percussionist contributes
to their natural rhythmic flavor, while the
guitar can move in front of the beat. Their
sense of moving out of the mechanical 1-23-4 beats is a breath of fresh air in modern
music that lacks organic rhythm.
Another highlight is “Made It Up the
Mountain,” which demonstrates the talent
of the brothers as the layers of guitar build
onto each other. While one guitar comps, the
other adds fun fills behind the vocal harmonies. Chris also produces a Theremin-like
sound by using a drumstick as a slide on
the upright bass’ bridge. The song becomes
funky with call and response vocals in the
chorus. The song sounds drenched in gospel
and blues.
The Wood Brothers are a group that
doesn’t take themselves too seriously, yet
they take what they do seriously. If you’re
looking for a way into modern music with
a groove and a group that is both fun and
talented, then pick up the brother’s recent
live record Sky High. Colin Smith
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Like what we do? Have
comments? Suggestions? An
article you want to write?
Contact us! Search for us (Naked
Magazine Kzoo) on facebook,
or email Zac Clark (k10zc01)
or Ian Geiman (k10ig02) with
your comments, ideas, and
suggestions. Thanks for reading!
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